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AbstractÐIn this work, we address the problem of designing efficient and scalable hardware-algorithms for computing the sum and
prefix sums of a wk -bit, k  2, sequence using as basic building blocks linear arrays of at most w2 shift switches, where w is a small
power of 2. An immediate consequence of this feature is that in our designs broadcasts are limited to buses of length at most w2 . We
adopt a VLSI delay model where the ªlengthº of a bus is proportional with the number of devices on the bus. We begin by discussing a
hardware-algorithm that computes the sum of a wk -bit binary sequence in the time of 2k ÿ 2 broadcasts, while the corresponding prefix
sums can be computed in the time of 3k ÿ 4 broadcasts. Quite remarkably, in spite of the fact that our hardware-algorithm uses only
linear arrays of size at most w2 , the total number of broadcasts involved is less than three times the number required by an ªidealº
design. We then go on to propose a second hardware-algorithm, operating in pipelined fashion, that computes the sum of a kwk -bit
binary sequence in the time of 3k  dlogw ke ÿ 3 broadcasts. Using this design, the corresponding prefix sums can be computed in the
time of 4k  dlogw ke ÿ 5 broadcasts.
Index TermsÐHardware-algorithms, shift switching, binary prefix sums, binary counting, scalable architectures, pipelining.
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INTRODUCTION

ECENT advances in VLSI have made it possible to
implement algorithm-structured chips as building
blocks for high-performance computing systems.
Given an n-bit sequence a1 ; a2 ;    ; an , it is customary to
refer to pj  a1  a2      aj as the jth prefix sum. The BPS
problem is to compute all the prefix sums p1 ; p2 ;    ; pn of A.
The task of computing binary prefix sums (BPS, for short) is
a fundamental computing problem for its solution is the
principle ingredient in arithmetic expression evaluation,
storage and data compaction, processor allocation, load
balancing, ATM switch management, and routing, among
many others [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[16], [27], [30], [31], [33]. In this article, we address the
problem of designing efficient and scalable hardwarealgorithms for the BPS problem.
Motivation for this work was provided by three sources.
On the one hand, in his fundamental paper [3], Blelloch
argued convincingly that scan operationsÐthat boil down
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to parallel prefix computationÐshould be considered
primitive parallel operations and should be, whenever
possible, implemented in hardware. Blelloch argues that if
scan operations find an efficient solution, then correspondingly faster solutions will become available for an entire
slew of applications. Not surprisingly, scans have been
implemented in hardware in the Thinking Machines CM-5
[32]. Second, Lakshmivarahan and Dhall [13] have dedicated an entire volume to showing that a vast array of
important computational problems can be solved elegantly
using parallel prefix computation. Thus, providing fast
hardware implementations for parallel prefix computation
becomes important. Third, it is well-known that one of the
major drawbacks of conventional arithmetic algorithms is
that they are hard to parallelize due to complications of
carry propagation. One way to alleviate this problem is to
transform arithmetic operations (addition in particular) into
a residue code domain and then perform the computation
in this domain [15], [27], [28]. In the residue code arithmetic,
each binary number is represented as a set of residue digits
and the arithmetic operation is performed on these residue
digits in parallel. This affords carry-free realization of binary
addition (and other operations as well). However, these
realizations require different hardware structures and
designs [15], [28]. One of the goals of our work was to
provide such a hardware structure, specially tailored for
binary prefix computation.
We adopt a VLSI delay model where the ªlengthº of a
bus is proportional with the number of devices (e.g., gates,
switches) on the bus. In this context, the main contribution
of this work is to show that we can use short buses in
conjunction with the shift switching technique introduced
recently by Lin and Olariu [16] to design a scalable
hardware-algorithm for BPS. As a byproduct, we also
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obtain a scalable hardware-algorithm for a parallel counter,
that is, for computing the sum of a binary sequence (BS).
Given the importance of parallel prefix computation, a
number of parallel prefix hardware designs have been
proposed in the literature [4], [10], [12]. As pointed out in
[27], most of these designs turn out to have a prohibitive
cost. The parallel prefix problem has also been addressed on
the reconfigurable mesh architecture [14], [18], [19], [23],
[20], [21], [24]. Unfortunately, it has been argued recently
that the reconfigurable mesh is unrealistic as the broadcasts
involved occur on buses of arbitrary length. Therefore, in
practical designs its use should be avoided whenever
possible.
The basic building block of our hardware-algorithms is a
linear array of shift switches in which each switch can
cyclically shift an incoming signal depending on the
contents of a one-bit control register. Importantly, our
designs do not use processors. Instead, our processing
elements have a minimal control, being very close in spirit
to simple circuits.
Assuming that buses of length no larger than w2 are
available, our first design computes the sum and the prefix
sums of wk bits in 2k ÿ 2 and 3k ÿ 4 broadcasts, respectively. Interestingly, the total number of broadcasts involved are less than three times the number required by the
ªidealº designs.
We then go on to propose a second hardware-algorithm,
operating in pipelined fashion, that computes the sum of a
kwk -bit binary sequence in the time of 3k  dlogw ke ÿ 3
broadcasts. Using this design, the corresponding prefix
sums can be computed in the time of 4k  dlogw ke ÿ 5
broadcasts.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2.1 discusses basic data representations used in our
design, Section 2.2 reviews the concept of shift switching,
and Section 2.3 introduces linear arrays of shift switches
and discusses the delay model.. This naive design is
improved upon in two stages. In Section 2.4, we develop
an efficient design under the assumption that broadcasts
over long buses are allowed. This assumption is relaxed in
Sections 3 and 4. Specifically, Section 3 presents an efficient
design for computing the sum. Section 4 extends the ideas
put forth in Section 3 for the purpose of designing an
efficient architecture for the prefix sums. Sections 5 and 6
improve the architecture in Sections 3 and 4 by using
pipelining. Finally, Section 7 offers concluding remarks and
open problems.

2

TERMINOLOGY

AND

BACKGROUND

The principle goal of the section is to fill in the reader on
terminology and background material used in the remainder of this work.

2.1 Data Representation
An integer z will be represented positionally as
xn xnÿ1    x2 x1 in various ways as described below. Specifically, for every i, 1  i  n,
 z 
mod 2;
Binary: xi  2iÿ1
Unary: xi  1 if i  z  1 and 0 otherwise;
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Filled unary: xi  1 if 1  i  z and 0 otherwise;
P
Distributed: xi is either 0 or 1 and ni1 xi  z;
 z 
mod w;
Base w: Given an integer w, (w  2), xi  wiÿ1
Unary base w: Exactly like the base w representation except
that xi is represented in unary form.
It is clear that, except for the distributed representation,
all the others are uniquely defined. The filled unary
representation is a particular instance of the distributed
representation, where the z low order bits are 1s, the others
0s. The task of converting back and forth between these
representation is straightforward and can be readily
implemented in VLSI [5], [11], [30], [31].

2.2 Shift SwitchesÐThe Workhorse of Our Designs
Lin and Olariu [16] have recently proposed to endow
unidirectional broadcast buses with a new feature called
shift switches. The novelty of their design was to enable
switches to cyclically permute an incoming signal during
broadcasting.
At the heart of the design lies a simple device that we call
a switching element which is, essentially, a CMOS transmission gate implemented by two transistorsÐa pMOS and an
nMOS transistor in parallel. Just as the transmission gate,
the switching element is used as steering logic in our
design. It is worth pointing out that numerous articles in
recent literature have shown significant advantages of passtransistor-based realizations over conventional designs in
terms of both speed and power consumption [9], [17], [25],
[26], [27], [29], [35].
Consider a positive integer w, typically a small power of
2. Referring to Fig. 1, a shift switch S w is an array of w
identical switching elements with the state changes controlled by a one-bit state register.
The input to the S w consists of an integer b,
0  b  w ÿ 1, in unary form and of a bit a. The output
is an integer c, 0  c  w ÿ 1, in unary form, along with a
bit d, such that


ab
:
1
c  a  b mod w; and d 
w
Suppose that bw bwÿ1 . . . b1 and cw cwÿ1 . . . c1 are the unary
representation of b and c, respectively. The S w cyclically
shifts b if a is asserted; otherwise b is not changed. Notice
that this corresponds to the modulo w addition of a to the
unary representation of b. Consequently, d  1 if and only if
bw  1 and a  1. For this reason d is usually referred to as
the rotation bit.

2.3 Linear Arrays of Shift Switches and Delay Model
Before we show how to harness the power or shift switches,
we feel that it is appropriate to briefly discuss the VLSI delay
model that we adopt in this work.
Although physical length of wires is very important, we
define the ªlengthº of a bus as the number of devices (gates,
switches) on the bus. The basic motivation for adopting this
delay model is that future improvements in technology
could shrink the length of wires, while gate delays may not
shrink proportionately. Moreover, it appears that in buses
where there are several taps on the medium, the number of
taps has a larger impact on the bus delay than its physical
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the S w.

length. For example, order of nsec delay (reasonable
approximation for gate delays) corresponds to order of
inches in terms of propagation delay on a wire. We note
that, in fact, the classical ªwire lengthº and our delay
models coincide for two-dimensional meshes as well as
other well-known regular architectures.
To further clarify our model, we note that most experts
will agree that a 1 cm long wire in 0.25 technology is a ªlong
wireº whose effect on delay should be taken into consideration, while a 1 mm wire could be ignored except for
high frequency designs. In translating this ªrule of thumbº
to the problem of computing the prefix sums of wk input
bits, one may say that the delay on wires becomes
important for the number of input bits is in the order of
few billions if not more. But, surely, one will reach the pin
number bound way before that.
In order to exploit the power and elegance of the S w,
we construct a linear arrayS w; m consisting of m S ws as
illustrated in the left part of Fig. 2. The implementation of
the S w; m is featured in Fig. 3. Notice that
.
.
.

The 1-bit input and 1-bit output of the ith S w in
left-to-right order is ai and di , respectively;
The input to the leftmost S w and the output of the
rightmost S w of the S w; m are denoted, respectively, by b and c.
We refer to m, the number of S ws involved in the
S w; m as the length of the bus.

Suppose that bw bwÿ1    b1 and cw cwÿ1    c1 are the unary
representations of b and c, respectively. Clearly, (1)
guarantees that
c  a1  a2      am  b mod w

2

and that



a1  a2      am  b
:
d  d1  d2      dm 
w

3

In the remainder of this work, when it comes to
performing the sum or the prefix sums of a binary sequence
a1 ; a2 ;    ; am , we will supply this sequence as the bit input
of some suitable linear array S w; m and will insist that
b  0, or, equivalently, bw bwÿ1    b2 b1  00    01. It is very
important to note that, in this case, (2) and (3) are
computing, respectively,
c  a1  a2      am  mod w; and
ja  a      a k
1
2
m
d
:
w
Note that the collection of rotation bits d1 ; d2 ; . . . ; dm of
the S w; m is sparse in the sense that among any group of
consecutive w bits in d1 ; d2 ; . . . ; dm , there is at most one 1. In
other words, with m0 standing for dm
w e, we have for every i,
0
1  i < m ,
d iÿ1w1  d iÿ1w2      diw
 d iÿ1w1 _ d iÿ1w2 _    _ diw

4

and, similarly,
d m0 ÿ1w1  d m0 ÿ1w2      dm0 w
 d m0 ÿ1w1 _ d m0 ÿ1w2 _    _ dm :

5

Equations (4) and (5) imply that by using dm
w e OR gates
with fan-in w, d1  d2      dm is converted to an
equivalent dm
w e-bit distributed representation. Equipped
e
OR
gates as described above, the linear array
with dm
w
S w; m will be denoted by T w; m. We refer the reader to
Fig. 2 for an illustration.
Notice that the computation of b and d specified in (2)
and (3) above can be carried out by block T w; m in the
time of one broadcast operation. We refer to m, the number
of S ws involved in the linear array S w; m, and therefore
in block T w; m, as the length of the bus. It is clear that the
broadcast operation above occurs on buses of length m.
Consequently, we have the following result:
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Fig. 2. A functional view of the array S w; m and of block T w; m.

Fig. 3. Illustrating the shift switch implementation of the S w; m.

Remark 2.1. Given the w-bit unary representation of b and the
m-bit distributed representation of a, a block T w; m can
compute the w-bit unary representation of c  a  b mod w
ab
and the dm
w e-bit distributed representation of d  b w c in one
broadcast operation over buses of length m.

2.4

Computing Sums and Prefix Sums on Long
Buses
The main goal of this subsection is to derive a simple
hardware-algorithm for computing the sum and the prefix
sums of an wk -bit binary sequence, k  1, under the
assumption that blocks T w; m for w  m  wk are available to us. We assume that broadcasting on a bus of length
m takes unit time. Although this is not realistic in case m is
moderately large, nonetheless, the results derived in this
section will be used to motivate the improvements in the
subsequent sections.
Consider a wk -bit binary sequence a1 ; a2 ;    ; awk and
write a  a1  a2      awk . Write a in unary base w
representation as Ak1 Ak    A1 . A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Ak1 can be
computed using D1 ; D2 ; . . . ; Dkÿ1 as follows:
jak
;
A1  a mod w and D1 
w
and for every i, 2  i  k,


Ai  Diÿ1 mod w and Di 


Diÿ1
:
w

Further,
Ak1  Dk :
Lemma 2.1 guarantees that a block T w; wk  computes the
unary representation of A1 as well as the wkÿ1 -bit
distributed representation of D1 in the time of one broadcast. Similarly, a block T w; wkÿ1  can compute the unary
representation of A2 and the wkÿ2 -bit distributed representation of D2 by using as input the wkÿ1 -bit distributed
representation of D1 . In general, for every i, (2  i  k), a
block T w; wkÿi1  computes the unary representation of Ai
and the wkÿi -bit distributed representation of Di , using the
wkÿi1 -bit distributed representation of Diÿ1 . Thus, collectively, the k blocks T w; w; T w; w2 ; . . . ; T w; wk  compute
the unary base w representation of Ak1 Ak    A1 in the time
of k broadcasts. We refer the reader to Fig. 4 for an
illustration of this design. Here, the unary representation of
b  0 (i.e., 0000:::01) is input to the ports of the leftmost S w
of each block T w; wi . We summarize this discussion by
stating the following result.
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Fig. 5. Computing the prefix sums of wk bits using k S w; wk s.

k

Lemma 2.2. The unary base w representation of the sum of w bits
can be computed by k blocks T w; w; T w; w2 ; . . . ; T w; wk 
in the time of k broadcasts, each over buses of length at most wk .
Consider again the binary sequence a1 ; a2 ;    ; awk and
write for every j, 1  j  wk , pj  a1  a2      aj .
j
Pkj    P1j be the unary base w representation
Further, let Pk1
1
2
wk ÿ1
; Pk1
; . . . ; Pk1
are always 0 and that
of pj . Notice that Pk1
wk
 1 only if cj  1 for all 1  j  wk . Since this condition
Pk1
can be checked for very easily, from now on we shall ignore
j
for all j, 1  j  wk .
Pk1
Referring to Fig. 5, assume that the sequence
a1 ; a2 ;    ; awk is supplied in left-to-right order to the S ws
of the bottom-most S w; wk  and that the unary representation of b  0, (i.e., 000    01), is input to the ports of the
leftmost S w of this S w; wk . Clearly, the output of the jth,
(1  j  wk ), S w of this S w; wk  corresponds to P1j .
k
Further, the prefix sums of the rotation bits d11 ; d21 ; . . . ; dw1
of this S w; wk  correspond to the distributed representation
k
of D11 ; D21 ; . . . ; Dw1 . Hence, it is clear that the array S w; wk 
k
can compute the unary representation of P11 ; P12 ; . . . ; P1w
k
and the distributed representation of D11 ; D21 ; . . . ; Dw1 in the
time of one broadcast.
k
In general, let d1i ; d2i ; . . . ; dwi denote the rotation bits of the
k
i-th S w; w . We can write
jp k
j
:
P1j  pj mod w and Dj1  d11  d21      dj1 
w
It is a straightforward task to confirm that for every i,
2  i  k,
Pij  d1iÿ1  d2iÿ1      djiÿ1  mod w  Djiÿ1 mod w
and that
Dji



$

d1i



d2i

  
%

$
Djiÿ1
:

w

dji

d1  d2iÿ1      djiÿ1
 iÿ1
w

%

k

In a perfectly similar way, using D11 ; D21 ; . . . ; Dw1 as
input, the second S w; wk  computes the unary

k

representation of P21 ; P22 ; . . . ; P2w as well as the distributed
k
representation of D12 ; D22 ; . . . ; Dw2 . Continuing similarly, k
linear arrays S w; wk  are sufficient to compute all the Pij ,
1  i  k; 1  j  wk . Thus, we have the following
result.
Remark 2.3. The unary base w representation of the prefix sums
of a wk -bit binary sequence can be computed by k linear arrays
S w; wk  in the time of k broadcasts, each over buses of length
wk .
Notice that, in fact, there is no need for k arrays S w; wk .
By feeding the rotation bits back as input, the same
computation can be performed by one S w; wk , as shown
in [16]. Thus, we have the following result:
Remark 2.4. The unary base w representation of the prefix sums
of a wk -bit binary sequence can be computed by a linear array
S w; wk  in the time of k broadcasts, each over buses of length
wk .

3

COMPUTING SUMS

ON

SHORT BUSES

In spite of their simplicity and intuitive appeal, the
hardware-algorithm discussed in the previous section is
less than perfect. The problem, of course, is that the
broadcasts occur on buses of length wk . The main goal of
this section is to propose a hardware-algorithm with
broadcasts restricted to short buses only. To be more
precise, the building blocks used by the new design are
linear arrays S w; m and blocks T w; m with m  w2 .
Notice that, in principle, one can simulate a block
T w; wk  in the time of wkÿ2 broadcasts by using the
concatenation of wkÿ2 blocks T w; w2 . Thus, the design in
Fig. 4 can be implemented using wkÿ2  wkÿ3      w0  1
blocks T w; w2  and one block T w; w. Unfortunately, this
construction needs O wkÿ2  broadcasts, which is much
larger than k. The remainder of this section is devoted to the
task of reducing the number of broadcasts to O k.
Our design relies on a new block U w; wk , k  1,
whose input is a wk -bit binary sequence a1 ; a2 ;    ; awk and
whose output is the unary base w representation
Ak1 Ak    A1 of the sum a1  a2      awk . As before, we
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Fig. 6. Illustrating the recursive construction of U w; wk .

note that Ak1 is 1 only if a1  a2      awk  1. Recall that
for every i, 1  i  k, 0  Ai  w ÿ 1.
The block U w; wk  is defined recursively as follows:
U w; w1  is just T w; w. U w; w2  is implemented using
blocks T w; w and T w; w2 , as illustrated in Fig. 4. Let
k  3 and assume that the block U w; wkÿ1  has already
been constructed. We now detail the construction of the
block U w; wk  using w blocks U w; wkÿ1 . The reader is
referred to Fig. 6 for an illustration of this construction in
the case of w  4 and k  5.
For an arbitrary i, 1  i  w, let Aik Aikÿ1    Ai1 denote
the base w representation of the output of the ith block
U w; wkÿ1 . We have
A1  A11  A21      Aw1  mod w and
 1

A1  A21      Aw1
:
D1 
w
An easy argument asserts that for every i, 2  i  k,
Ai  A1i  A2i      Awi  Diÿ1  mod w and that
 1

Ai  A2i      Awi  Diÿ1
:
Di 
w
Similarly,
Ak1  Dk :
The equations above confirm that the design in Fig. 6
computes the unary base w representation of the sum
a1  a2      awk ; here, the circles indicate circuitry to
convert from unary to filled unary representation. Specifically, the rightmost T w; w2  computes A1 . It receives the
unary representation of 0 (i.e., 00    01) from the left and
adds the filled unary representation of A11 ; A21 ; . . . ; Aw1 to A11 .
The output emerging from the right is the unary representation of A1 and the rotation bits are exactly the distributed
representation of D1 . The next T w; w2  computes A2 in the
same manner: it receives the unary representation of 0 from

the left, and adds to it the filled unary representation of
A12 ; A22 ; . . . ; Aw2 as well as the distributed representation of
D1 . Clearly, the output emerging from the right is the unary
representation of A2 . Since the unary representation of
each A12 ; A22 ; . . . ; Aw2 has w ÿ 1 bits and D1 has w bits,
the total input bits from the bottom is w w ÿ 1  w  w2 .
Thus, T w; w2  has sufficient input terminals. Continuing
in the same fashion, k ÿ 1 blocks T w; w2  compute
A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Akÿ1 . Since A1k ; A2k ; . . . ; Awk consist of 1 bit each
and since Dkÿ1 involves w bits, a block T w; 2w is used to
compute Ak . Notice that the output, Dk , has 2 bits. As noted
before, their logical OR is exactly Ak1 .
At this time it is appropriate to estimate the number of
broadcasts involved in the above computation.
Lemma 3.1. For every k, k  2, and for every i, 1  i  k,
the block U w; wk  returns the unary base w representation of
Ai at the end of k  i ÿ 2 broadcasts and that of Ak1 at the
end of 2k ÿ 2 broadcasts. Moreover, all the broadcasts take
place on buses of length at most w2 .
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The basis is easy: the
construction of U w; w2  in Fig. 4 returns A1 in one
broadcast and A2 and A3 in two broadcasts. Thus, the
lemma holds for k  2.
For the inductive step, assume that the lemma holds
for U w; wkÿ1 . Our construction of U w; wk  guarantees
that, after receiving A11 ; A21 ; . . . ; Aw1 , A1 and D1 are
available in one further broadcast. Since A11 ; A21 ; . . . ; Aw1
are computed in k ÿ 2 broadcasts, it follows that A1 is
computed in k ÿ 1 broadcasts.
Similarly, A2 and D2 are computed in one broadcast
after receiving A12 ; A22 ; . . . ; Aw2 , and D1 . Since all of them
are computed in k ÿ 1 broadcasts, A2 and D2 are
computed in k broadcasts. Continuing similarly, it is
easy to see that Ai , 1  i  k, is computed in k  i ÿ 2
broadcasts and that Ak1 is computed in 2k ÿ 2 broadcasts, as claimed.
u
t
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Fig. 7. Illustrating the w-ary tree structure of U w; wk  for w  4.

Lemma 3.2. The construction of block U w; wk , k  2,
involves a total of 2wkÿ2  O wkÿ3  blocks T w; m with
m  w2 .
Proof. Let g k be the number of blocks used to construct
U w; wk . U w; w2  uses 2 blocks T w; w and T w; w2 .
Thus, g 2  2. As illustrated in Fig. 9, U w; wk  uses w
U w; wkÿ1 s, k ÿ 1 T w; w2 s, and one T w; 2w. Hence,
g k  w  g k ÿ 1  k holds for k  2. By solving this
recurrence we obtain
g k  2wkÿ2 
kÿ2

 2w

3wkÿ1 ÿ 2wkÿ2 ÿ k  1w  k
kÿ3

O w

;

w ÿ 12

thus completing the proof of the lemma.

u
t

Now Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 combined imply the following
important result.
Theorem 3.3 The sum of an wk -bit binary sequence can be
computed in 2k ÿ 2 broadcasts using 2wkÿ2  O wkÿ3  blocks
T w; m, m  w2 , with all the broadcasts taking place on
buses of length at most w2 .
Notice that in order to compute the sum of wkÿ2
sequences of length w2 using wkÿ2 U w; w2 s involves
2wkÿ2 blocks. Thus, the construction U w; wk  uses
O wkÿ3  additional blocks connecting wkÿ2 blocks
U w; w2 . Since a block uses at most w3 shift switches, a
total of wk1  O wk  switches are used. Thus, our design
uses w  O 1 switches per input bit, which is close to
optimal in the shift switch implementation.

4

COMPUTING PREFIX SUMS

ON

SHORT BUSES

The main goal of this section is to propose an efficient
hardware-algorithm for BPS computation on short buses.
We begin by discussing two extreme cases of such a design.
The first one uses a large number of blocks but few
broadcasts, while the second uses fewer blocks but many
broadcasts.
Given a wk -bit binary sequence as input, at the one end
of the spectrum one can generate all wk prefix sequences of
length 1; 2; . . . ; wk and then compute the sum of each prefix
sequence independently, in parallel. It is easy to see that

this approach requires only 2k ÿ 2 broadcasts but uses
blocks U w; 1; U w; 2; . . . ; U w; wk , for a total of roughly
w2kÿ2  O w2kÿ3  blocks.
At the other end of the spectrum we have the design
illustrated in Fig. 7. Clearly, the array S w; wk  can be
simulated, in wkÿ2 broadcasts, by using wkÿ2 arrays
S w; w2 . Thus, the design in Fig. 5 can be simulated by
kwkÿ2 linear arrays S w; w2 . However, the computation
requires O kwkÿ2  broadcasts.
We propose to strike a balance between the two
approaches outlined above. The goal is to use almost as
few broadcasts as the first alternative, while keeping the
number of blocks used close to what the second approach
would require. Unlike the design in the previous section
that was bottom-up, we shall describe our design in a topdown fashion.
To outline our idea, observe that each block U w; wk  has,
essentially, the structure of a w-ary tree as illustrated in
Fig. 7. The tree has nodes with k ÿ 1 levels from 2 to k. For
an arbitrary node v of level h of this w-ary tree, let
as1 ; as2 ; . . . ; aswh be the input offered at the leaves of
the subtree rooted at v and refer to Fig. 8. Let t v and p v
denote the sum of v and the prefix sum of v defined as
follows:
t v  as1  as2      aswh ;
p v  a1  a2      as :
The blocks corresponding to v can compute t v locally, but
not p v. Let v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vw be the w children of v specified in
left-to-right order. Clearly, for every j, 1  j  w, we have
p vj   p v  t v1   t v2       t vjÿ1 :
Hence, by computing p v; t v1 ; t v2 ; . . . ; t vwÿ1 , we
obtain the prefix sum of each of the children of v. This
computation proceeds from the root down to the leaves.
Once this is done, by computing the local prefix sums at the
leaves, we can get the resulting prefix sums of the input
sequence.
We now show how this idea can be implemented
efficiently. We begin by using a block U w; wk  to compute
the unary base w representation of t v for every node v in
the w-ary tree. For this purpose, let Pk1 Pk Pkÿ1    P1 be the
unary base w representation of the prefix sum p v of node
v. As before, let v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vw be the children of v and assume
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Fig. 8. A node v and its w children v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vw .

j
Fig. 9. Illustrating a design for computing the prefix sums Pkj Pkÿ1
   P1j .

that the subtree rooted at v has wh input bits. Since the
subtree rooted at each vj has whÿ1 input bits, let each
Ajh Ajhÿ1    Aj1 , 1  j  w denote the unary base w representations of the sum t vj . Note that the most significant
j
j
Pkj Pkÿ1
   P1j , 1 
digit Ajh is either 0 or 1. Further, let Pk1
j  w be the unary base w representations the prefix sum
p vj  of vj . As explained in Section 2.4, for all prefix sums
except, perhaps, the last one, the most significant digits Pk1
j
and Pk1
are always 0 and will be ignored. Our design will
have, therefore, to solve the following problem:
Input: The prefix sum p v  Pk Pkÿ1    P1 of v and the sum
t vj   Ajh Ajhÿ1    Aj1 of each child vj , 1  j  w ÿ 1 of v;
j
   P1j of each child
Output: The prefix sum p vj   Pkj Pkÿ1
vj , 2  j  w, of v.
1
   P11
Note that we do not have to compute p v1   Pk1 Pkÿ1
because p v1   p v. It is easy to confirm that, once this task
is completed, the same task can be performed for the
children v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vw in order to compute the prefix sums of
the grandchildren of v. By continuing in the same fashion
until the leaves are reached, we get the final prefix sums.
We refer the reader to Fig. 9 that illustrates this task for
w  4, h  5, and k  6. We now provide a detailed
explanation of why our design in Fig. 9 works. Clearly,
for all j, 2  j  w,

P1j  P1  A11  A21      Ajÿ1
1  mod w and
$
%
1
2
P1  A1  A1      Ajÿ1
j
1
:
D1 
w
An easy inductive argument shows that for every i,
2  i  h,
 Djiÿ1  mod w
Pij  Pi  A1i  A2i      Ajÿ1
i
$

Dji

Pi  A1i  A2i      Ajÿ1
 Djiÿ1
i

w

6

%
7

and that for every i, h  1  i  k,
Pij  Pi  Djiÿ1  mod w
$

Dji

%
Pi  Djiÿ1
:

w

8
9

Recall that each Djh , 1  j  w, is just one bit. The
construction involves h ÿ 1 blocks T w; w2  that are used
j
as well as Dj1 ; Dj2 ; . . . ; Djhÿ1 .
to compute P1j ; P2j ; . . . ; Phÿ1
Also, one block T w; 3w is used to compute Phj and Djh , and
j
j
; Ph2
; . . . ; Pkj
k ÿ h blocks T w; 2w are used to compute Ph1
j
j
j
and Dh1 ; Dh2 ; . . . ; Dkÿ1 . Fig. 10 illustrates the details of the
rightmost two T w; w2 s to compute P1j ; P2j , Dj1 and Dj2 for
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Fig. 10. Illustrating the details of the prefix sums design of Fig. 9.

w  4. In the figure, each of the eight shaded boxes
corresponds to the logic circuit for converting from unary to
filled unary. The first T w; w2  receives the filled unary
,andcomputestheprefix
representationofP1 ,A11 ; A21 ; . . . ; Awÿ1
1
sums of P1 ; A11 ; A21 ; . . . ; Awÿ1
.
It
returns
the unary representa1
tion of P12 ; P13 ; . . . ; P1w from the 2wth; 3wth; . . . ; w2 th S ws of
T w; w2 , respectively. The output from the top denoted by
D1  fd11 ; d21 ; . . . ; dw1 g involves w bits. The first w ÿ 1 bits of
. Thus,
the prefix sums of D1 correspond to D11 ; D21 ; . . . ; Dwÿ1
1
the second T w; w2  computing P22 ; P23 ; . . . ; P2w receives
; dwÿ1
from the bottom, where each
A12 ; d11 ; A22 ; d21 ; . . . ; Awÿ1
2
1
j
A1 1  j  w ÿ 1 is converted to filled unary represen±
tation. It also receives P2 from the left. Since
Dj1  d11  d21      dj1 , we have the following relations for
2  j  w from (6) and (7).

the construction in Fig. 9, Pij , 1  i  k, of the child vi of
the root r is computed in k  i ÿ 2 broadcasts. Similarly,
each of the Pij in the children of the root, i.e., nodes at level
k ÿ 1, is computed in k  i ÿ 1 broadcasts. Finally, the unary
base w representation of Pij in the leaves, i.e., nodes at level
0, is computed in 2k  i ÿ 4 broadcasts. Thus, we have the
following result:

 djÿ1
P2j  P2  A12  d11  A22  d21      Ajÿ1
2
1  mod w

Theorem 4.2. The prefix sums of an wk -bit binary sequence can
be computed in 3k ÿ 4 broadcasts using k  2wkÿ2 
O kwkÿ3  blocks, with all the broadcasts taking place on buses
of length at most w2 .

10
$

Dj2

%
P2  A12  d11  A22  d21      Ajÿ1
 djÿ1
2
1
:

w

Lemma 4.1. Our prefix sums design returns Pij ,
1  i  k; 1  j  w, in at most 2k  i ÿ 4 broadcasts.
Thus, all the prefix sums can be computed in 3k ÿ 4
broadcasts. Next, we estimate the number of blocks used.
Since each node uses k blocks, and the tree has wkÿ2 
wkÿ3      w0 nodes, this construction adds kwkÿ2 
O kwkÿ3  blocks. Since by Theorem 3.3 U w; wk  uses
2wkÿ2  O wkÿ3 , a total number of k  2wkÿ2  O kwkÿ3 
blocks are used. Thus we have the following result.

11

Hence, the second T w; w2  outputs the unary representation of P21 ; P22 ; . . . ; P2wÿ1 from the 2wth; 3wth; . . . ; w2 th S w
of T w; wk , respectively. Continuing similarly, we can
compute all the Pij s.
The construction for leaves is different. Since a leaf node
has w2 input bits, the naive approach illustrated in Fig. 5 can
be applied. The k blocks of T w; w2  are laid as in Fig. 5 and
the unary base w of the prefix sum for the leaf node is input
from the left. The w2 input bits are given from the bottom.
Then, the unary base w of the prefix sums of the input bits
are obtained in each column of the blocks.
Let us now estimate the number of broadcasts used by
our design. Each child vj of the root r of the w-ary tree
corresponding to the U w; wk  outputs its unary t vj  
Ajk Ajkÿ1    Aj1 in 2k ÿ 4 broadcasts. Specifically, by
Lemma 3.1 Aji , (1  i  k ÿ 1), is obtained in k  i ÿ 3
broadcasts, while Ajk is returned in 2k ÿ 4 broadcasts. By

5

COMPUTING SUMS USING PIPELINING

The main goal of this section is to introduce our pipelining
technique and to show how it can be used to design an
improved hardware-algorithm for computing the sum of
kwk bits.
Suppose that r input sequences 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; r of wk bits
each are given. Let s i , 1  i  r, denote the sum of the
wk bits in i . Recall that by Theorem 3.3 a block U w; wk  can
compute the sum of wk bits in 2k ÿ 2 broadcasts. Therefore,
a single block U w; wk  can compute in r 2k ÿ 2 broadcasts,
proceeding sequentially, s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s r .
Notice that the U w; wk  uses each of its blocks and gates
once and does not reuse them. Moreover, Lemma 3.1 asserts
that with a wk -bit binary sequence as input, the U w; wk 
returns the unary base w representation of the corresponding sum in k broadcasts starting with the k ÿ 1th broadcast
and continuing until the 2k ÿ 2 ÿ th broadcast.
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Fig. 11. Illustrating a block V w; m.

This is the key observation that allows us to pipeline the
sequences 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; r through the U w; wk  to speed up
the computation of s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s r . We begin by
supplying 1 as input, followed by 2 , and so on. As noted
above, s 1  will emerge in broadcasts k ÿ 1 through 2k ÿ 2.
After one broadcast delay, s 2  emerges in the k broadcasts
ranging from the kth to the 2k ÿ 1th broadcasts. Continuing
similarly, s r  is returned in k broadcasts ranging from the
k  r ÿ 2th to the 2k  r ÿ 3th. Thus, we have the following
result.
Lemma 5.1. The sum of r sequences, each of wk bits can be
computed, individually, in 2k  r ÿ 3 broadcasts using
altogether 2wkÿ2  O wkÿ3  blocks T w; m with m  w2 .
To implement the pipelining strategy discussed above,
we now introduce the block V w; m illustrated in Fig. 11. In
essence, a V w; m consists of a block T w; m with w 1-bit
registers (alternatively, a one w-bit register) and feedback
lines as shown in Fig. 11. The w-bit output of the T w; m is
stored in the w-bit register; in turn, using the feedback lines,
the contents of this w-bit is fed back into the T w; m. The
block V w; m functions as follows: Suppose that the w-bit
register stores the unary representation of zero and the
m-bit distributed representation of input sequences
a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; am are input to V w; m one by one. After ai ,
1  i  m, is supplied, one broadcast stores the unary
representation of
a1  a2      ai mod w;
in the w-bit register of V w; m. Further, at this moment, the
concatenation of the bits output from the top of V w; m
corresponds to the distributed representation of
ja      a k
1
2
i
:
w
We are now interested in computing the sum of wkl bits
partitioned into wl sequences 1 ; 2 ; . . . wl each of wk bits.
Notice that the unary base w representation of the sum has
k  l  1 digits. We ignore the most significant digit,
because it is 1 only if the all input bits is 1, and otherwise
0. We first assume that blocks V w; m for any m are
available, and use the cascading architecture illustrated in

Fig. 12. Cascading V w; wk ; V w; wkÿ1 ; . . . ; V w; 1.

Fig. 12. The output of each V w; wj  2  j  k is supplied
to V w; wjÿ1 . In general, the jth block, 1  j  k  l, from
the bottom is used to compute the jth digit of the unary of
base w representation of the sum. Suppose that every
register is initialized by the unary representation of 0 and
k
1 ; 2 ; . . . wl are supplied to V w; w  in the interval of
one broadcast. It should be clear that the register of
V w; wk  preserves the least significant digit of the unary
base w representation of s 1   s 2       s i  mod w,
1  i  wk , after i broadcasts. Thus, the register of jth 1 
j  k  l block preserves the jth digit of s 1   s 2  
    s i  mod w after i  j ÿ 1 broadcasts. Therefore, the
sum s 1   s 2       s wl  can be computed in wl 
k  l ÿ 1 broadcasts.
Next, we assume that only blocks V w; m with m  w2
are available. Suppose that 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; wl of wk bits are
supplied to the architecture in Theorem 3.3 illustrated in
Fig. 6. Then, the blocks corresponding to the root of w-ary
tree output s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s wl  in turn. Our new idea is
to compute the sum of these outputs using a variant of the
design in Fig. 12. Specifically, we replace the blocks
T w; 2w and T w; w2  by V w; 2w and V w; w2 , respectively, and remove the logical OR gates. A block V w; 2 is
used to receive the output of V w; 2w and the cascading of
l ÿ 1 V w; 1s is attached to it. These changes only apply to
the root of the w-ary structure of U w; wk , the blocks
corresponding to the other nodes being unaffected. It is easy
to see that after a suitable number of broadcasts, the register
of the jth block preserves the jth digit of the unary base w
representation of the sum. Clearly, this design uses only l
additional blocks.
To estimate the number of broadcasts, note that by
Lemma 3.1 the least significant digit of s 1  is obtained in
k ÿ 1 broadcasts. Thus, the least significant digit of the sum
s 1   s 1       s wl  is obtained in k  wl ÿ 2 broadcasts. Since the most significant digit of the sum is
computed using k  l ÿ 1 additional broadcasts, 2k  wl 
l ÿ 3 broadcasts are sufficient to complete the computation.
Thus, we have the following result.
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Theorem 5.2. The sum of an wkl -bit binary sequence can be
computed in 2k  wl  l ÿ 3 broadcasts using a total of
2wkÿ2  l  O wkÿ3  blocks T w; m and V w; m with
m  w2 . Moreover, all the broadcasts take place on buses of
length at most w2 .
Note that each V w; m corresponding to the root outputs
one of the digit of the unary base w representation of the
prefix sum s 1   s 2       s i  of each i 1  i  wk 
in turn. As a corollary we have:
Corollary 5.3. The sum of a kwk -bit binary sequence can be
computed in 3k  dlogw ke ÿ 3 broadcasts using a total of
2wkÿ2  O wkÿ3  blocks T w; m and V w; m with m  w2 .

6

COMPUTING PREFIX SUMS USING PIPELINING

The main goal of this section is to show that by using
pipelining we can design a hardware-algorithm for BPS
computation involving large input sets.
Suppose that the input of wkl bits is partitioned into wl
subsequences 1 ; 2 ; . . . wl of wk bits each. Let us observe
the behavior of the prefix sums architecture in Theorem 4.2
when the input 1 ; 2 ; . . . wl are supplied in the interval of
one broadcast. Clearly, it outputs the ªlocalº prefix sums of
each of 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; wl in turn from blocks corresponding to
the leaves illustrated in Fig. 7. Our idea is to compute the
ªglobalº prefix sums of s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s wl  and then add
them to local prefix sums to get correct prefix sums.
Remember that the structure of these blocks is the cascading
of S w; w2 s as illustrated in Fig. 5 for k  2. We use these
blocks to perform this addition as follows: Suppose that
some block corresponding to the leaves is computing
some digit of the prefix sums of input i . At this
moment, if the same digit of the prefix sum s 1  
s 2       s iÿ1  (i.e., the sum of the first i ÿ 1wk
bits) is supplied from the left of the block, then it outputs
the same digit of the ªglobalº prefix sums instead of the
ªlocalº prefix sums. Actually, we can compute the
ªglobalº prefix sum s 1   s 2       s iÿ1  using
the improved sum architecture of Theorem 5.2.
We now show how to implement the above idea. The
improved prefix sums architecture is similar to the
architecture in Theorem 4.2. We use the improved sum
architecture in Theorem 5.2 instead of U w; wk , in order to
compute the prefix sum s 1   s 2       s iÿ1 . Each
leaf of the w-ary tree of the architecture in Theorem 4.2 (not
for U w; wk ) to compute the prefix sums has the cascading

Fig. 13. V w; w2  connected with shift registers.

of k  l S w; w2 s with the same structure of Fig. 5. The
additional l S w; w2 s are used not to lose significant l digits
of the unary base w representation of the prefix-sums of
wkl bits. The remaining problem we need to investigate is
to adjust the timing to supply the prefix sums to blocks
corresponding to the leaves, because the prefix sum that a
fixed block wants to receive changes. To maintain the
timing, we use the following properties:
.

The hth 1  h  k  l block from the bottom in all
cascading structure always computes the hth digit of
the unary base w representation, and always wants
to receive the hth digit of the prefix sum s 1  
s 2       s iÿ1  for some i.
. If a block has to receive the prefix sum s 1  
s 2       s iÿ1  at some moment, then it has to
r e c e i v e s 1  s 2      s i a f t e r o n e
broadcast.
Thus, the shift registers can be used to adjust the timing. The
output of each V w; w2  that computes the ªglobalº prefix
sums is connected to the shift registers, as illustrated in
Fig. 13.
To estimate the number of broadcasts, note that by
Lemma 4.1, the least significant digit of the prefix sums of
1 is computed in 2k ÿ 3 broadcasts. Thus, its most
significant digit is computed in k  l ÿ 1 additional broadcasts, that is, in 3k  l ÿ 4 broadcasts. The most significant
digit is computed in turn, so that of wl is computed in
wl ÿ 1 additional broadcasts. Therefore, all the prefix sums
can be computed in the time of 3k  l  wl ÿ 5 broadcasts.
We now estimate the number of blocks used. Each leaf
must have l additional blocks in order not to lose the l most
significant digits. Thus, in all, lwkÿ2 blocks are used for this
purpose. Recall that Theorem 4.2 guarantees that the
improved hardware-algorithm for BPS requires k  l 
2wkÿ2  O kwkÿ3  blocks. Thus, we have the following
result.
Theorem 6.1. The prefix sums of an wkl -bit binary sequence
can be computed in 3k  l  wl ÿ 5 broadcasts using a total of

TABLE 1
A Summary of Our Results
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k  l  2wkÿ2  O kwkÿ3  blocks T w; m and V w; m
with m  w2 .
As a corollary, we have the following result.
k

Corollary 6.2. The sum of a kw -bit binary sequence can be
computed in 4k  dlogw ke ÿ 5 broadcasts using a total of
k  dlogw ke  2wkÿ2  O kwkÿ3  blocks T w; m and
V w; m with m  w2 .

7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main contribution of this work is to propose a number
of efficient hardware-algorithms for the classical task of
computing the sum and the prefix sums of a wk -bit, k  2,
binary sequence. We use as basic building blocks linear
arrays of at most w2 shift switches. An immediate
consequence of this feature is that in our designs broadcasts
are limited to buses of length at most w2 making them of
practical relevance. Table 1 summarizes our results.
Our first hardware-algorithm computes the sum of a
wk -bit binary sequence in the time of 2k ÿ 2 broadcasts,
while the corresponding prefix sums can be computed in
the time of 3k ÿ 4 broadcasts.
Our second hardware-algorithm operates in pipelined
fashion and computes the sum of a kwk -bit sequence in the
time of 3k  dlogw ke ÿ 3 broadcasts. Using this design, the
corresponding prefix sums can be computed in the time of
4k  dlogw ke ÿ 5 broadcasts.
We begin by proposing a first design that allows to
compute the sum of a wk -bit binary sequence in the time of
2k ÿ 2 broadcasts, using 2wkÿ2  O wkÿ3  blocks. The
corresponding prefix sums can be computed in 3k ÿ 4
broadcasts using k  2wkÿ2  O kwkÿ3  blocks. It would be
interesting to see if similar designs can be obtained for a
number of other fundamental problems including computing inner products, convolutions, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) among many others. This promises to be an
exciting avenue for further investigation.
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